bewegt die Türenwelt

Andreas Glock

“Dependable craftsmanship and quality are
what make neuform a stand-out door manufacturer.”

District Court I Hassfurt I
The District Court in Hassfurt, Bavaria, is completely barrier-free and equipped in accordance with the
latest environmental, safety and security standards. neuform doors combine outstanding security with
usability, and visually blend in with the building’s architecture. Door leaves from the sonor-venti range
enable state-of-the-art passive ventilation. The wall panels in the foyer create a consistent look-and-feel,
and ensure the doors and the surrounding interior harmonize.
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Welcome to neuform
This brochure provides a brief overview of the products and services we offer at neuform. You can find
detailed descriptions of our products on our website at www.neuformtuer.com/en/, request more
information by sending an email to info@neuform-tuer.de, or talk to one of our experts. We look forward
to hearing from you, and are always happy to help with any questions or feedback.
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Comprehensive school | Ammerbuch |
The school’s modern building complex comprises 20 classrooms and other rooms, plus a gymnasium/
multipurpose auditorium. neuform doors equipped with class 2 sound insulation create an environment
conducive to learning and teaching. Additionally, in the gym’s changing rooms, neuform doors ensure
longevity and durability in a high-humidity environment.
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Michael Glock

“For us, there is more to every door than just
the materials to make them. There are all the
people involved.”

neuform: a profile

How many doors do you pass through every day?

neuform is a pioneer in the world of doors and …

Doors are used, and subject to wear-and-tear, on
a daily basis like no other part of a building. Yet
they must fulfill diverse technical requirements and
harmonize with the surrounding architecture. This
is no easy challenge. But as a family-run business in

… combines exceptional quality with outstanding product design.
neuform doors comply with statutory requirements and our own exceptionally
high quality benchmarks. For doors you can depend on.

its third generation, we can help you master it – with
a wealth of experience and expertise. Your goals
and satisfaction are at the heart of our mission and
vision. That is what drives our passion, above all for
your project. Try us out. We will not disappoint you.

… is extremely versatile and offers reliable, precise craftsmanship.
We take a long, hard look at your wants and needs, and offer in-depth advice
on the possibilities available within our varied portfolio.
… paves the way in the manufacture and development of intelligent solutions.
We offer you a one-stop solution comprising carefully coordinated components – for simple
interior doors, for highly sophisticated fire-resistance and smoke-control doors, and more.
… supports all key aspects of interior design in a flexible and effective way.
We offer you in-depth knowledge of doors and expert advice. We help you realize
your creative ideas.
… sets new trends and breaks fresh ground with innovative solutions.
We continuously question our products and approach with an eye to ever-improving
our offering, and find new solutions in terms of technology, appearance and design.
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1996

2010

DiBT certification for the vario range
neuform secures its first certification for T30 fireresistant elements from DiBT (German Institute for
Construction Technology). Further certifications
follow.

sonor-slide
neuform launches the sonor-slide sound-insulation
sliding door. It sets new standards for aesthetics
and ease of use.

2003

1933
Foundation by Emil Glock
Emil Glock establishes a small carpentry business,
providing services for the construction of buildings,
and making furniture.

1954
Hans Glock assumes responsibility
Responsibility for the business passes to Hans
Glock, son of Emil Glock, at the tender age of 19.

1963
Patent registered for the system S frame
The development of the neuform-patented
system S door and frame sees the focus of the
business switch increasingly to the manufacture
of doors only.

1970
Continuous expansion
The neuform team, comprising 25 employees,
relocates to a new production plant and office
building in Erdmannhausen. Door elements are
made on 2,300 m² of floor space. In the next
ten years, the site is extended twice:
1975: to total production floor space of 3,800 m2
1979: to total production floor space of 7,000 m2
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2019

Certification for T90 fire-resistant elements
neuform obtains further official certifications for
its fire-resistant products, including for T90
elements.

neuform continues to grow
Production and storage space in Zeulenroda is
expanded to a total of approximately 19,000 m2.
A new CNC machining center enters into operation
in Erdmannhausen.

2006

2020

Extensions in Erdmannhausen und Zeulenroda
The plant in Erdmannhausen is extended further,
taking total production floor space to 14,000 m2.
Door World is established in Zeulenroda: This
exhibition showcases the neuform product portfolio.
The production area is increased by 5,000 m2 for
the new Variant frame.

neuform today
Today, neuform employs around 260 highly skilled
staff at its two sites, and is an acknowledged leader
for door products of outstanding quality.

1984
Andreas and Michael Glock join the
management team
A year after the company’s 50th anniversary,
Else and Hans Glock’s sons join the company
management. The employee headcount rises to 90.

1989
PU protective edging
neuform launches its polyurethane (PU) edging,
designed to protect doors in buildings with
high foot traffic, such as hospitals and schools.

1993
vario fire-resistance product line
Development begins on the new vario range
of specialty wooden doors. This extends the
neuform offering to include fire-resistance and
smoke-control doors.

1994
New site in Zeulenroda
A further site is established in Zeulenroda, Thuringia.
This region is traditionally a center of wood-product
manufacture. An all-new facility is built, with 5,700 m2
production floor space and 60 employees.
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Andreas Glock

“A door does so much more
than close off a room.”

Door features

Doors are our passion
neuform doors are truly versatile. Beneath their surface, they may be equipped with a wide range of
components and materials, meeting diverse needs for safety, security, durability and much more besides.
All our doors are designed to deliver long-lasting quality, even in highly challenging environments. Our
greatest strength, however, is sophisticated doors that combine multiple functions. We can meet practically
any technical regulation or legal imperative, including fire resistance, smoke control and sound insulation.
And in most cases, as part of a certified solution – featuring your preferred look-and-feel, and precisely
made and ready to install.
We offer exceptional flexibility through a variety of design and configuration options. For us, practical
function and aesthetic form are not contradictory. Our doors meet statutory requirements. But they
do more. They can be seamlessly integrated into the overall architectural vision, and they are made for
everyday use. And that is key to your project’s success.

Hotel de Rome | Berlin |
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Fire resistance

Smoke control

High-humidity
and wet environments

Sound insulation

Life-saving barriers

Containing smoke

Cutting noise and stress

Managing moisture

Should a fire occur, fire-resistant elements keep the
room sealed off, and provide thermal insulation.
Depending on their classification, the doors impede
the spread of flames and heat for a period of
between 30 and 90 minutes.

Smoke control elements include self-closing doors.
When properly installed and closed shut, they
hinder the spread of smoke and fumes throughout
the building. This helps maintain safe escape routes
in the event of an emergency.

The volume of noise that carries from one enclosed
space to another must not be unacceptably loud or
endanger health. Moreover, reliable sound control
helps establish the ideal conditions for restful sleep,
relaxed living and productive working.

In very humid and wet conditions, durability makes
all the difference. Stainless steel components
complement our robust wooden elements, for
long-lasting doors best able to withstand these
challenging environments.

Impede fires and the spread of flames
Securely seal off rooms
Provide thermal insulation
Enable rescues and extinguishment
Basis: DIN 4102, DIN EN 1634, DIN EN 16034, etc.

Impede the spread of smoke
Maintain escape routes
Protect people
Shield building sections

Protect room climate
Impede the spread of humidity
Contain the spread of moisture

Safeguard health
Ensure confidentiality
Prevent unacceptable annoyance
Basis: DIN 4109, DIN EN ISO 10140, etc.

Basis: DIN EN 16580, RAL – GZ 426/3, etc.

Basis: DIN 18095, DIN EN 16034, etc.

Radiation protection

Burglar resistance

Safeguarding health

Keeping out intruders

X-rays, gamma rays, electron beams and other
forms of radiation play an essential role in medical
diagnostics. However, steps must be taken to
ensure radiation is helpful, not harmful – and does
not endanger patients or medical staff.

In essence, burglar resistance is about hindering or
making it more difficult for unauthorized persons to
gain access to a room. Resistance class (RC) ratings
specify the degree of security these door elements
provide.

Prevent radiation exposure
Protect people and living organisms
Basis: DIN 6834, etc.

Resistance classes: RC 2, RC 3
Prevent/impede unauthorized access
Withstand burglary attempts by physical
force or tools
Basis: DIN EN 1627, etc.

Additional door attributes:
Climate class

Impact resistance
of edging

Surface finish
durability

Mechanical stress
resistance

neuform offers a comprehensive portfolio of door elements, with perfectly matched components, ensuring
one-stop solutions for all requirements. The result is robust, highquality protection in line with applicable
legislation.

ADAC headquarters | Munich |
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Frames

Dependable, through and through
The frame is the vital link between the door leaf and the wall. It fulfills a fundamental role, both technically
and visually, by seamlessly integrating the leaf with the wall opening. The standard models shown here are
available in virtually limitless variants, and can be customized in line with your building project’s unique
needs. For example, possible surface finishes include veneer, laminate and RAL paint, ideally matched to
your neuform door leaf.
neuform frames stand for high quality and durability; they perform their function to the highest of standards,
and underscore the style of the architecture around them.

Wooden wrap-around frame

Wooden block frame – system S

This two-component wooden frame is perfectly
equipped for challenging commercial and public
environments. It features wrap-around casing on
both sides, made from massive wood or plywood
and available in a variety of widths. The interlocking
tongue and groove joints and carefully matched
materials create a highly robust frame of excellent
quality.

This tried-and-trusted timeless classic has embodied
our ambitious goals since 1963. system S frames
are ideal for flush-to-the-wall systems, and feature
a non-rebated door and signature shadow gap. The
smart two-component design simplifies installation
and is compatible with virtually all wall types. Its
substructure forms the basis for subsequent interior
construction tasks, enabling the complete door to be
hung when work is finished – protecting it from
damage.

Interlocking tongue and groove joint
between rebated jamb and casing
Rebated jamb made of high-quality
plywood (25 mm thick)
Casing made of wood material,
optionally plywood (25 mm thick)
With non-rebated door leaf where
frequent use is expect

Frame panel made from laminated wood
or plywood for high strength and durability
Flush-to-the-wall installation
Precisely defined shadow gap between
the substructure and frame panel
Substructure for 100% dimensional accuracy
and as basis for subsequent construction
tasks

Andreas Glock

“Our modular doors and frames allow us to provide
high-quality solutions for truly all requirements in commercial
and public environments.”
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Michael Glock

“The Variant frame is an ideal solution for 		
comfortable homelike environments.”

Wooden block frame

Wooden Variant frame

Our block frame is a versatile one-stop solution
with a robust design that withstands even the
highest stresses. The frame is made from laminated
wood, and offers an almost infinite number of
combinations and configurations for all common
requirement profiles. It ensures an attractive
appearance with a high degree of creative freedom
– with an especially broad choice of surface finishes
and dimensions.

Our Variant range is built to be tough. The strong
frame rivals aluminum and steel frames in terms of
robustness – yet offers much more variety. Variable
frame panel widths, plus the ability to accommodate
varying wall thicknesses, means Variant maintains
a consistent look-and-feel regardless of the
configuration. A broad choice of surface finishes
opens up exciting possibilities for tailor-made
solutions.

Extremely robust design
Exceptionally broad choice of surface finishes
and dimensions
Flexibility for diverse requirements
Ideal for existing buildings and renovations

Wrap-around frame with wood/
wood-material casing
Seamless look-and-feel for diverse requirements
Broad choice of surface finishes and edging
Broad choice of dimensions (frame panel width,
rebate depth, door height)

Aluminum frame

Steel frame

Aluminum frames are sturdy and hard-wearing.
They create a link between the door and wall, while
also clearly demarcating these two elements. The
frames’ clean, straight lines are available in a wide
range of variants – typically one- or two-component
designs.

Steel frames are durable, offering precise dimensions
and keeping their shape. They are ideal for hightraffic environments. They provide lasting support
for doors even under challenging conditions. A wide
variety of configurations is possible.

Frame made of aluminum (2.5 – 3.5 mm thick)
Clean lines and robust configuration
Lasting moisture resistancet
Surface finish of anodized aluminum
or ex-works coating
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Frame made from sheet steel
(at least 1.5 / 2 mm thick)
Long-lasting and robust construction
Highly precise dimensions that remain intact
Flexible appearance due to ex-works coating
or on-site painting
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Andreas Glock

Door leaves

“We don’t just make
doors – we live and
breathe doors.”

High-quality design: form meets function
The neuform portfolio offers virtually unlimited possibilities for design and functionality. Nearly any look-andfeel can be achieved – while meeting diverse requirements for protection, durability and resilience under
the surface. We fulfill our customers’ unique legal requirements and building regulations with certified door
solutions. We take the aesthetics and functionality of our products to heart: neuform doors can be integrated
seamlessly with a variety of architectural styles – and are suitable for a broad range of buildings and rooms.

Wooden solid-core particle
board door (HT40)

Wooden solid-core particle
board door (HT50)

Wooden solid-core particle
board door (HT70)

Our HT40 solid-core door is
40 mm thick and primarily used
for room entry. Its sound
insulation properties make it
suitable for hotels, offices and
any other environment that
requires acoustic control.

The HT50 50 mm variant of the
solid-core door can, given the
appropriate configuration, fulfill
the full range of security and
safety requirements: including
sound insulation up to class 3,
fire resistance rated to T30,
smoke control and burglar
resistance up to RC3. These
doors are typically implemented
in public buildings, hospitals,
hotels, etc.

Doors from the HT70 range can
also be configured to meet all
common security and safety
specifications. In contrast to the
HT50 models, they can achieve
even higher levels of sound
insulation (up to class 5) and fire
resistance (up to T90) – thanks to
their exceptionally robust
construction. These doors are
deployed where maximum
protection needs must be met,
for instance in public buildings
and other areas with strict safety
and security requirements.

Wooden tubular-core particle
board door (HT40-0)

Plastic door (KT40)

The HT40-0 is the standard choice
for scenarios where there are no
special protection requirements.
They are lightweight yet robust,
and at 40 mm thick, are an ideal
basic model for residential and
office environments.

High levels of humidity and moisture
are especially challenging for wooden
doors. These environments call
for doors tailored to these specific
ambient conditions. neuform
products have proved their
worth time and again in changing
rooms, rehabilitation facilities and
swimming pools, combining high
quality with longevity.

HT40-0

HT40

HT50

HT70

KT40

(Approx.)
thickness

40 mm

40 mm

50 mm

70 mm

40 mm

Core

Tubular particle
board

Solid particle
board / sound
insulation core

Solid particle
board / sound
insulation core

Solid particle
board / sound
insulation core

Polystyrene

Sound
insulation (Rw)

–

Up to 37dB
(Class 2)

Up to 42dB
(Class 3)

Up to 52 dB
(Class 5)

–

Fire resistance

–

–

T30 option

T30/T90 option

–

Smoke control

–

–

Option

Option

–

Max. width*

1,260 mm

1,260 mm

1,320 mm

1,385 mm

1,260 mm

Max. height*

2,255 mm

2,255 mm

2,650 mm

2,900 mm

2,505 mm

Surface finish

Veneer, laminate, paint finish, priming foil

Laminate

* Dimensions based on structural opening sizes; special dimensions available upon request.
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Specialty doors: advanced technology and design

Michael Glock

Framic
Our Framic model is a framed door made from
massive wood. The glass panel is held in place
by stiles on either side, giving the door leaf a slim,
transparent appearance. Despite the large
glass surface, the door meets requirements for
smoke control, T30 fire resistance, and sound
insulation up to 37 dB.

“We are admittedly a little door crazy.”
Burg High School | Schorndorf |

sonor-slide

planoglas

This sliding door offers fire resistance and sound
insulation up to 42 dB, combining intelligent
functionality with standout product design. It is
optionally available with fire resistance rated
to T30, plus smoke control, sound insulation and
radiation protection. The door leaf closes flush with
the frame, and has the same design options as
neuform swing doors. Moreover, sonor-slide is easy
to use – manually or automatically – making it ideal
for barrier-free environments.

Our planoglas model is a visual highlight. It features
double glazing, with a seamless transition from glass
to door leaf, and without beading. The most elegant
variant of the vision panel comprises glass panes
bonded on both sides by adhesive. The result is a
perfect fit, precise and flush to the door. A spacer
support can be paint finished in the color of your
choice – making the planoglas vision panel glazing a
unique system that provides sound insulation up
to 42 dB (class 3).

Elbland Hospital | Riesa |

sonor-venti

planoglas ultra

Our sonor-venti interior door offers sound
insulation up to 38 dB and ventilation in a single
door leaf. It is simple yet effective, making the door
the perfect solution for interior rooms without
windows, or for environments with advanced climate
control, e.g., low-energy houses.

Our planoglas ultra model is ideal wherever doors
must be both highly functional and easy on the
eye. The flush, glazed door meets applicable safety
requirements, including sound insulation up to 42
dB, fire resistance rated to T30, and smoke control –
all while blending seamlessly and effortlessly into its
surroundings.

District Court | Haßfurt |
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St. Josefs Hospital | Potsdam |

Dorotheen Quartier | Stuttgart |
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Structure of a door leaf edge

Edging

Surface layer
Top panel
Lipping

At the leading edge

Leaf core
Lipping
Edging,

Edging is an essential component of any door leaf. It has an impact on everything from the door’s lookand-feel, to its form and functionality. Each type of edging has its own unique strengths and attributes.
For example, there are the protective properties of our PU edging, and the versatility of our foil or veneer
edging. neuform doors are up to any challenge, in any environment: We are sure to have the right edging
in our portfolio for your project’s specific needs.
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edge coating

Foil / veneer edging

Lipping

Concealed lipping

ABS edging

PU-protect edging

Plastic lipping

The laminated-wood lipping is
covered by the crossband and
face material. Viewed from the
door leaf edge, the crossband is
concealed from view.

The laminated-wood lipping is
covered by the crossband and
face material. The crossband is
visible when viewed from the
door leaf edge.

The laminated wood lipping is
covered by the face material.
The crossband is not visible when
viewed from the door leaf edge.

ABS plastic edging protects
non-rebated door leaves against
mechanical impacts and other
external influences.

PU-protect effectively safeguards
the door leaf edge from external
influences. The PU edging
is lightfast and resistant to
chemicals and frequent water
spray.

To achieve the best moisture
resistance, we use PVC lipping
for our doors made solely from
plastic materials.

Surface layer:
Veneer, laminate panel (HPL),
RAL paint finish, priming foil.

Surface layer:
Veneer, laminate panel (HPL), 		
RAL paint finish.

Material/color:
Broad choice of decorative 		
possibilities.

Material/color:
Maple, beech, oak. Further types
of wood available upon request.

Recommended use:
Doors subject to low traffic/
stress (residential buildings, 		
offices).

Recommended use:
Doors subject to moderate
traffic/stress (residential 		
buildings, offices, hotels).

Surface layer:
Veneer, laminate panel (HPL).

Surface layer:
Veneer, laminate panel (HPL).

Material/color:
Maple, beech, oak. Further types
of wood available upon request.

Material/color:
White, Grey, Black, Beech Décor,
Maple Décor. Further variants 		
available upon request.

Recommended use:
Doors subject to high traffic/
stress (offices, hotels, schools).

Recommended use:
Doors subject to high traffic/
stress (hospitals, schools, 		
kindergartens). Alternative to 		
concealed lipping with improved
impact resistance.

Surface layer:
Laminate panel (HPL), 			
polyurethane.
Material/color:
Traffic White, Light Ivory, Light
Grey, Brown Beige, Granny 		
Smith, Dusty Grey, Anthracite
Grey. Further colors available 		
upon request.
Recommended use:
Doors subject to high traffic/
stress (hospitals, schools, 		
barracks).

Surface layer:
Laminate panel (HPL 2 mm)
for high durability.
Material/color:
White, Grey, Beige. Further 		
colors available upon request.
Recommended use:
Doors subject to high-humidity
and wet environments (offices,
hotels, schools). Alternative to 		
foil edging with improved impact
resistance.
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Floor seals
Drop-down seals integrated into the bottom edge
of the door leaf fulfill two key functions. They help
ensure the room has a pleasant atmosphere by
preventing drafts. And they play an essential role in
sound insulation. Combined with frame seals and
a sound insulation door, they ensure discretion
and reliably reduce distracting noises (up to sound
insulation class 5). Where smoke control measures
must be in place, floor seals are mandatory
– to impede the spread of hazardous fumes,
safeguarding lives.
Accessories

Hardware
Closers

Exclusively excellent quality
neuform’s range of products can be equipped with all leading types of fittings and components, and is
therefore vendor-independent. We source our hardware exclusively from well-respected and proven
names. We understand your requirements both in terms of design and functionality: Our sales team is
happy to advise you and find the best solution for your specific needs.
Hinges
Door hinges are, quite literally, a pivotal part of
any door. They must withstand the heavy wear
and stresses of daily use. At the same time, it is
important that they meet functional requirements
– in terms of, for example, door leaf size, weight,
shape, color, appearance, installation – and are
compatible with other components, such as seals.
Locks
The primary purpose of mortise locks is to secure
the doorway, and ensure the door leaf is held
firmly within the frame. At the same time, they
fulfill other, indispensable functions, depending on
specifications. It is important, for example, that an
emergency or panic door can be opened even when
it is locked – or that, in the event of a fire, the lock
will continue to hold the door securely in the frame.
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Special circumstances call for special locks
Motorized locks, i.e., operated using low voltages,
are another option that adds to and enhances the
door’s functionality. Depending on the door
element’s intended use, the locks employed are
subject to leading standards (e.g., DIN 18250
and DIN 18251); these define dimensions,
requirements, tests and markings.

As its name suggests, a closer automatically shuts
a door after it has been manually or automatically
opened. There are a variety of designs and
installation types, with the system either visible or
concealed. Depending specific requirements, such
as fire resistance and smoke control, the closers
may be mandatory for safety reasons. In the case of
double-leaf doors, closures ensure the leaves shut
in the right sequence. Automatic door openers with
high-precision sensor technology are frequently
used in high-traffic public buildings.

A wide range of other hardware can be installed
in various ways on or with the door leaf. These
elements can support or enhance the door’s
features and functions as required. From electronic
components, to hold-open devices, security systems
and much more, there are many options available
– and neuform is always there to help you find the
right solution for your needs. We have gained a
wealth of experience from over 85 years of door
craftsmanship, and can find an answer to the
greatest challenges and boldest ideas.

Handles
Attractively shaped handles underscore the door’s
character. As specified by DIN EN 1906, a handle
is essentially a rotatable element that acts as a
lever to open and close a door. There is a wide
range of types to choose from, in line with their
intended role: e.g., for emergency exits, fire doors
and burglar-resistant variants. As an alternative, a
transponder or card reader system can be used.
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Hotel LaMaison | Saarlouis |

Dorotheen Quartier | Stuttgart |
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Technical University | Darmstadt |

Daycare center | Darmstadt |

Hospital | Potsdam |

Burg High School | Schorndorf |
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Hotel LaMaison | Saarlouis |

neuform-Türenwerk
Hans Glock GmbH & Co. KG
Erdmannhausen

Zeulenroda

Gottlieb-Daimler-Strasse 10
71729 Erdmannhausen
Germany

Weißendorfer Strasse 7
07937 Zeulenroda-Triebes
Germany

Phone: +49 7144 304-0
Fax: +49 7144 304-100
Email: info@neuform-tuer.de

Phone: +49 36628 695-0
Fax: +49 36628 695-113
Email: info@neuform-tuer.de

www.neuform-tuer.com/en/
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